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Local guide level 8 benefits

We didn't know anyone in Ireland when we moved to Waterford 10 years ago. Now I realize how much it slowed us down. We had brought both our family and our business with us from the United States. We needed a house to rent when we were looking for something to buy, school for our daughter,
office space, bank accounts, connected utilities, car, local staff, doctor, dentist... When we found the house we wanted to buy... and found that it required much more renovation than we had guessed... then we also needed a contractor, cabinet manufacturers, plasterers, electricians, plumbers, landscape
designers... Then we needed a washing machine, a tumble dryer (quite rare in Ireland 10 years ago... eventually we ordered Maytag to be shipped from the US), dishwasher and all the other household objects we hadn't knocked across the Atlantic Ocean with us... Over the course of a decade, we
achieved all these things. We understood how different the banking and credit sectors are in Ireland than in the United States. We learned (the hard way) that electricity is needed in the Irish countryside where we decided to settle. We figured out where to buy what we needed and came to take it for
granted that many shops and other businesses close at lunchtime (this is far from true anymore, but was very true and very unexpected 10 years ago). We learned to enjoy regular teas that are de rigor in this part of the world, and even understand Irish-English (sort of). Slowly, over 10 years, we invaded



the Irish surface, and along the way we use friends and connections to escort the place local. We are well established and connected to that country. We have an advanced Irish infrastructure... resources to do anything there. Ah, but... We're not in Ireland anymore. Four years ago, we started spending
time in Paris. This time our transition was slightly exploited thanks to the few local friends we had, both American and French, who had lived in the city long enough to know how to navigate it. Lief and I didn't speak French, and progress was slow. Fast forward four years... And as in Ireland, we now have
good friends in Paris and a network of local contacts. With their help, we have been able to scratch well beneath the surface of this beautiful city. We no longer feel like tourists in Paris. We like locals. Ah, but again... We're not in Paris anymore. It is three weeks in Panama and I have to say that, at the
risk of perhaps revealing premature enthusiasm, it seems that this time our transition from tourist to local is seriously fast. Of course there will be setbacks and detours, but having experienced this twice before, I think I understand the difference this time. When we moved to Ireland ten years ago, we had
visited that country, but a handful long before they beed as residents. On the other hand, Lief and I had both travelled to Paris for ten years or more. More. We started spending time there four years ago and once again we had a few foreign friends whose footsteps we could try to follow in. We've been
doing business in Panama, visiting for up to six weeks at a time, for at least 12 or 13 years. We have bought properties here, opened bank accounts, installed Wi-Fi, renovated buildings, hired staff, bought equipment... We know how to move and where we're looking for help. In three weeks we have been
able to rent two apartments (one for us, one for my marketing buddy who arrives in the country tomorrow), to finale Jack's enrollment in school, hire a nanny, hire an assistant, arrange interviews with local extra staff... Things that lasted for months in Ireland and Paris. He's the one you know. One reader
wrote last week: I am interested in global real estate investment and living abroad. How do I get started? You're doing what you're doing right now, dear reader, reading this post: You'll get in touch... tied to the ground, wherever you think you want to invest your time and money. And acknowledge that you
do not need the information (well, not just the data)... But experience. Expertise. After travelling, inquiring, researching and spending time in the world's interesting and attractive markets, I have been able to develop a far-reaching network of in-land resources. Experts and foreigners with real-life
experience do all the things you think you want to do now. As a reader of these broadcasts, you know who I know. Take Mike Cobb, who last week told you 12 critical questions you should ask before buying real estate abroad. And you know Christian MacDonald, our traveling Latin American
correspondent, who told you how to reduce your living expenses big by moving to Argentina and crafting in Buenos Aires. How much to live well in this vibrant, cosmopolitan city, even at one of its best addresses? Christian's meticuloly budget says only $1,290 a month. (In previous weeks, Christian has
also presented detailed budgets at other most affordable pension ports in the world, such as Ecuador, Uruguay and Nicaragua.) You know Nikki di Girolamo, our Italian correspondent, who introduced you to romantically tantalizing and irresistibly inexpensive to buy Italy's most overlooked and underrated
region. Giulia Gonzalez can help you trace your new life in Panama, just as she's been helping us over the last few weeks. Giulia seems to know everyone who is well worth knowing in this town. He even managed to find a rental apartment (in the banking area) to fit the marketing manager's budget.
Thanks to Giulia, Harry, who arrives in Panama City tomorrow night, has a place to sleep. Happy Sunday, Kathleen Peddicord P.S. Sometimes being a tourist is ok, of course. See below... Comments Going localmaking connections It's been a whirlwind election season, but the fun isn't over There's still a
lot to vote for, so make sure you don't lying behind this year's election schedules – because your vote really matters. Unfortunately, the U.S. has a pretty creepy turnout. Of the 35 countries in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, most of which are developed and democratic
peoples that are very similar to ours, we are ranked 31st in terms of how many of our eligible voters come to the polls. One of the problems is that in the U.S., we focus on the presidential election so much that we forget all the other elections. For example, according to a Pew Research Center survey, one
in six Americans who said they definitely voted in the 2014 midterm elections never did so. Then there are the local polls, which many of us completely neglect - yet our individual votes can make the biggest splash. Even though presidential elections are only every four years, you have the opportunity to
vote at the local level every year, and that's something we should really turn our attention to. Here are five reasons why you should vote at the local level.1. Local policies affect you on a daily basis, from income taxes to reproductive rights to education reform, most of the things that affect your daily life are
decided at the local level. Take Florida, for example; Last year, Governor Rick Scott implemented a law that requires women in the state who seek to terminate a pregnancy to consult with a doctor and then wait at least 24 hours before they can actually get the procedure. As you can imagine, this law
puts many women in a very difficult position, which makes it almost impossible for them to get the care they need because they happen to live or what kind of jobs they have. Such a law has nothing to do with the federal government or who was in the Oval Office at the time. It's about who was elected
locally - so you want to make sure you've done everything you can to get with someone in office who you think will make decisions that best suit the specific needs of people in your area. Even if you want President Obama to increase funding for education or challenge regional spending, presidents have
no control over whether local public schools receive more funding, how your city's funding plans are being jonneed, or what kind of abortion laws are being introduced in your state. There are a lot of things you probably really care about that you can have a say if you vote locally. For example, numerous
states are making marijuana reform a big deal to watch out for in the local voting game. In Massachusetts in November, you can vote for an initiative that regulates and taxes the balls, as the state does alcohol. Similarly, in California, a campaign called the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA) has collected
enough signatures to get the local vote this year as well. If they vote. Vote. Californians can have up to six marijuana plants and even an ounce of marijuana flowers. If this is important to you, you need to make sure you get to vote. And if you're looking for a lesson in what can happen when people don't
come locally to vote for things they're passionate about, know that last year in Houston, Texas, Proposition 1 - also called houston equality regulations - was brought before voters. It was a non-discrimination delivery that would have protected people from discrimination based on sexual orientation,
gender identity, gender, race, skin color, ethnicity, national origin, age, religion, disability, pregnancy, genetic information, family, marriage and military status, and received a lot of positive national media attention. Supporters of the proposal also raised far more money than those who opposed it. Those
who voted against the bill focused, for example, on allowing transgender individuals to use bathrooms that matches their gender . But only 8.2 percent of voters were under the age of 30 , while 43.2 percent were 61 or older, meaning that only one particular demographic group was represented at the
ballot box and not houstonians of all ages. As a result, the proposal collapsed, and certain discrimination – including toilet-based discrimination against transgender people – remained legal in the city. If things like this mean anything to you, go to local polls and fight to end this kind of discrimination once
and for all.3. Most local elections are decided by MarginOkay, so it is not likely that local elections will be determined by one vote, yet the margins are much closer to the local level than at the national level. In 2010, for example, a tax payment vote was passed in Ohio by only two votes, and Blaine Eaton,
who sits in Mississippi last year, won the re-election because she drew a long straw over Republican Mark Tullos – because the votes came even. In general, far fewer people vote at the local level than nationally. Only 21 percent of eligible voters in 144 U.S. cities voted in local elections in 2011. In other
words, less than a fifth of the population had a say in who runs their city politically. Millennials, however, are particularly bad at getting into local polls. In 2009, only 10 percent of virginia's local voters were Millennials. This also sounded true in other parts of the country; Although most Millennials came out
swinging in the 2012 presidential election, hardly any of them came to play in local elections. This means that your vote has even more power locally than at the federal level. You could really be the deciding factor in important things. affect you, your friends and and And your neighbor. Hank Green, co-
founder of YouTube channel Vlogbrothers, released a series of videos this month explaining how to vote in every state. He says many of us can't make it to the polls because voting at the local level can be a bit complicated. It's different in every state and it's just one of those things that we don't usually
get taught in school, so it's not uncommon for us to simply have no idea how to vote. But with only a minimal amount of research, you can begin to understand how to register, how to get a sample vote, where the polling stations are, and how to actually vote locally, all of which will help you bring about
change in the long run.5. You have a say - you might as well use it! So many of us do not exercise our democratic rights so much that we may as well not have them. Think of the world you want to live in. Imagine what kind of laws you want and what kind of policies you want to crush. Chances are you
have a chance to make all this happen if you stay connected to what's going on in your city, county and state. So go vote! Bustle has partnered with MTV's Elect This to highlight ways to vote locally this election cycle. To register and learn more about the things you will vote for in the 2016 election, visit
electthis.com.Images: Caroline Wurtzel / Bustle; Giphy Giphy
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